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ABSTRACT：Ishigaki Island, (Okinawa Prefecture) lies at almost the west end of Japan. The area is
223km2, and the population is 43,000. Many people work in agriculture and tourism. Recently, at Ishigaki
Island, the damage which the coral reef suffers, due to the Red Soil and nutrients running out of the land is
a serious problem, and many measures are being taken to prevent the Red Soil and nutrient salts from
running out into the sea.
In preventing the Red Soil from turning out, there have been hardware measures like
modifying the incline of farming land, and software measures like covering the bare land up with
plants taken, but such actions have various problems like "The cost is high" and "The farmhouse
would not comprehend", and there is a need for an effective way. To solve these problems and to
propose an effective action that would stop the Red Soil from running into the sea, we need to
balance the values of the coral reef and the costs necessary to protect them, and we must make a
relationship that both the users' and the constructors' social welfares reach maximum.
Modeling on each phenomenon which is Ecology, Economic and Lifestyle of citizen etc,
also grasping the whole structure of existent community as well, it demands building the system
of ecological community management which has functions such as impact on imaginable
community and eliminating citizen or social response. The evaluation index of community
ecological management system is the rate of out flow prevention of Red Soil. And also, this can be
expressed that the achieving level of public enterprises (farming development) as engineering
measure and by the rate of operation of out flow prevention of Red Soil in terms of farming plan
which is in fields.
This research shows that is on the purpose of suggesting the system of community ecological
management structure which will realize Red Soil outflow suppression by farming actions, and now, that
draw attention as the structure of farming analysis management which is about catch cropping, and also it
Introduced that the community ecological management system, which can realized without helping of the
supporting plan that are funds or grant., the level of Red Soil out flow suppress. Also, on the bases of
introducing effect, we suggest that supporting systems which are supporting plans for farming which are for
improving catch cropping operation rate, or supporting systems which are funds and grants.
Keywords: Logic model, Environmental planning, regional planning
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Figure-8 Calculation process of "Pumpkin
intercropping" execution rate that becomes target

Soil outflow restrain rate of the target. The next
paragraph explains "Pumpkin intercropping" execution
rate of the target.
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logic model concerning sugarcane farmer's "Pumpkin

intercropping" execution rate of the target. The amount

intercropping" most below. The influenced element cha

of the Red Soil outflow restrain that becomes a target is

nges. In a word, "Pumpkin intercropping" execution d

calculated from the influence on the coral reef that the

esire by the logic model changes. The next paragraph

amount of the outflow of the Red Soil gives. The target

explains the influence that a auxiliary system gives to

nd vegetables” shop with the Ishigaki airport.

"Pumpkin intercropping" execution rate.
Protection rate of coral reef

6.1 About the establishment plan of the shop that sells
a peculiar vegetable by Ishigaki Island

Outflow restraint rate of red soil

The agricultural
Management analysis system

"SORA no EKI" is a shop in the airport whe

Execution rate of
"Pumpkin intercropping"

Sugarcane farmer's
execution desire

Management

Technology

re the vegetable of original Ishigaki Island is sold. It
has aimed to use a part of sales of the “Ishigaki Islan

conscious mind

d vegetables” as a coral reef protection fund. "SORA n
o EKI" plan is one of the auxiliary systems in the Ish
Creation
of
new market

Technical
guidance

Junior
farmer's
training

PR
activity

igaki Island Regional Environment Management Syste

Fund
Subsidy

m. The tourist's purchase can be expected by selling t

Turning on of auxiliary system

he “Ishigaki Island vegetables” in the airport. Many of

Figure-9 Relation between agricultural management
analysis system and auxiliary system

tourists are not buying the “Ishigaki Island vegetable
s” now. New demand arises if "SORA no EKI" is achi
eved. The supply source of the “Ishigaki Island vegeta

5.1. Effect grasp by Subsidy introduction measure for
Farmer who executes pumpkin intercropping

bles” is a farmer of Ishigaki Island. An income increas
e of the supplier can be expected by the appearance o
f new demand. In a word, "SORA no EKI" plays the

Table-4 Change of "Pumpkin intercropping" execution
rate by subsidy

ables” is bought for the tourist by "SORA no EKI". Th
e coral reef protection measures are executed by using

Change in "Pumpkin intercropping" execution
rate caused by giving subsidy

Rate

role as regional promotion. The “Ishigaki Island veget

a part of sales of "SORA no EKI". When the coral re

0.32
0.315
0.31
0.305
0.3
0.295
0.29
0.285
0.28
0.275

ef is protected, the drop in tourists is restrained. The
“Ishigaki Island vegetables” of a constant amount is b
ought by the tourist. The farmer can secure the inco
me source. "SORA no EKI" plays a basic role of the R
egional Environment Management System. This chapt
0
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The effect of the subsidy that was one of the
auxiliary

systems

was

measured.

er explains the research for "SORA no EKI" achievem
ent.

Subsidy to about one sugarcane farmer (yen)

6.2. Investigation result in research in the past

"Pumpkin

The questionnaire survey was executed in th

intercropping" execution rate changes depending on the

e Ishigaki airport in December, 20086). The content of

subsidy. Table 4 shows the effect of the subsidy. When

the questionnaire survey is whether to buy the “Ishig

the sugarcane farmer executes "Pumpkin intercropping",

aki Island vegetables”. The target person of the questi

the subsidy is given. "Pumpkin intercropping" execution

onnaire survey is a user in the stone wall airport. An

rate has improved up to about 31% when the subsidy is

nual sales were forecast based on the questionnaire s

given for two million yen. "Pumpkin intercropping"

urvey. Figure 10 shows the forecast result. Table 5 sh

execution rate before the subsidy was introduced was

owed the total of the” “Ishigaki Island vegetables” tha

28%. Efficiency and the effect of a auxiliary system can

t the respondent to a questionnaire wants to buy”.

be analyzed by comparing convenience by a auxiliary

Respondent to a questionnaire's “Ishigaki Isl

system with the cost of a auxiliary system. It is necessary

and vegetables” purchasing price was 1,088 yen. How

for executing the business in the limited budget.

ever, the time of the questionnaire survey was not a
vacation. In a word, the tendency to an original Ishig

6. Establishment plan of shop that sells peculiar v
egetable by Ishigaki Island

aki airport user is not shown. The number of “Ishigak

This chapter describes the result of the re
search in "SORA no EKI" plan of the “Ishigaki Isla

0 people. This numerical value is 14% of about 1.9 mi

i Island vegetables” buyers during year became 265,45
llion Ishigaki airport users. There is a possibility diffe

rent from an original number of “Ishigaki Island veget

agement System that aimed at the coral reef protectio

ables” buyers as well as the average “Ishigaki Island

n in Ishigaki Island was described in this thesis. Mor

vegetables” purchasing price.

eover, the agricultural management analysis system i
n "Pumpkin intercropping" in the Regional Environme

Average customer spend : 1,088 yen

nt Management System was constructed. In addition,

Number of vegetable buyers : 265,450 people

it was a auxiliary system of the Regional Environmen

Expected annual sales of direct sales store “sora no eki” : 288.8 million yen

t Management System, and "SORA no EKI" plan of "I

Figure-10 Annual sales of "SORA no EKI" that uses

shigaki Island vegetable" shop was described. The pro

result of the questionnaire

blem in this research in the future is three points "Th
e each model's accuracy improvement", "Scenario desig

Table-5 Popular "Ishigaki Island “Ishigaki Island

n for the system application", and "Examination of the

vegetables”" clarified by questionnaire survey

system structure restructuring". First of all, the first
problem is accuracy of each model that exists in the

購入したい島野菜一覧

1%
3%

7%

1%
18%

1%
6%
5%
11%
2%
19%

2%
4%
5%
7%

8%

島らっきょう
島かぼちゃ
ゴーヤー
アダン
島にんじん
パプリカ
しかく豆
ンガナ
モーウィ
青パパイヤ
ナーベーラー
サクナ
ハンダマ
イーチョーバー
オオタニワタリ
その他

In the “Ishigaki Island vegetables” that the
respondent to a questionnaire wants to buy, the

Regional Environment Management System. The mod
el in the Regional Environment Management System
should look like the event of the reality. For instance,
it is difficult to forecast the market price of "Pumpki
n" from Okinawa. However, we should try to improve
the accuracy of the market model by the reality as
much as possible. As for other models, it is similar. T
he accuracy of each model will improve in the future.
Therefore, necessary data for the model is collected. In
addition, the model is theoretically restructured. Next,
it is a design of the scenario for the achievement of t

popularity of Gorya and "Island pickled scallion" is high.

he Regional Environment Management System. It is

Gorya is acknowledged most in the Okinawa “Ishigaki

necessary to achieve the Regional Environment Mana

Island vegetables”. The popularity of "Island pumpkin" is

gement System by Ishigaki Island. It is necessary to t

also high. "SORA no EKI" is thought as a shop where the

hink who plays the role in the system in achieving th

pumpkins produced by "Pumpkin intercropping" are sold.

e Regional Environment Management System. Similar
ly, it is what should discuss the rule etc. for the syste
m implementation. Such a discussion is done with the

6.3. Execution of social experiment
The achievement of "SORA no EKI" is verifi

stake-holder of Ishigaki Island. The third is "Exami

ed. The system of "SORA no EKI" is verified by a soci

nation of structural restructuring of the system. Fig

al experiment. Figure 11 shows the system of "SORA

ure 12 shows the Regional Environment Management

no EKI" for a social experiment. A social experiment

System that introduces "Ishigaki Island vegetable" sh

was executed in January and February, 2010. The ac

op. After the system implementation is considered, an

hievement of "SORA no EKI" is verified by using acq

ideal system structure is reexamined and will be con

uired data by a social experiment.

"Farming measures“
Assistance

Coral reef
protection fund

structed in the future.

Use of
sales
SORA no EKI

Vegetable
purchase

Tourist

Supply of vegetables
Farmer
(Ishigaki Island)
Payment of vegetables charge

Sales of vegetables

Figure-11 "SORA no EKI" system for social
experiment

7．CONCLUSION
The general view of the Regional Environment Man

Regional Environment Management System
Protection rate of coral reef
Outflow restraint rate of red soil
Execution rate of
"Engineering works measures"
Public Project

Execution rate of "Farming measures"
Execution rate of "Pumpkin intercropping"

Sugarcane farmer's execution desire

Subsidy
System Maintenance

Technology , Management , conscious mind

Technical guidance etc

Auxiliary system

Agricultural management
analysis system

Amount of proceeds

Management board

Management rule

Supply of vegetables

Direct sales store“sora no eki” in Ishigakiairport

Figure-12 Regional Environment Management System
that introduces "Ishigaki Island vegetable" shop
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